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glob.glob() expects strings I am using python2.7, I have two python scripts a.py import json with open('data.json') as f: json_data = json.load(f) print json.dumps(json_data, sort_keys=True) b.py import os import glob import json path =
'../path/to/api/data/' json_data = {} for file in glob.glob(os.path.join(path, "*.json")): with open(file) as f: json_data = json.load(f) print json.dumps(json_data, sort_keys=True) I have two python scripts a.py returns required json output
based on passed arguments b.py takes the output of a.py and returns another json a.py generates a.json b.py takes a.json and generates b.json When I run b.py, I got below error Traceback (most recent call last): File "b.py", line 7, in
json_data = json.load(f) TypeError: the JSON object must be str,
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